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A partition h = (X, , X, ,...) is a sequence of integers, almost all 0, arranged 
in decreasing order. A finite Abelian p-group has type X if it is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of cyclic groups of orders p>i, for i >, 1. (Zero direct 
summands are admitted.) If CY, ,B, X are partitions, and G is an Abelian 
p-group of type h, then the number of subgroups of G with type p and 
factor type u has been shown, in some unpublished work of P. Hall, to be 
expressible as a polynomial inp, with a specified degree and leading coefficient. 
This polynomial has been termed by J. A. Green the “Hall polynomial”, 
denoted g,$( p) [3]. 
The polynomial g&(p) has already been calculated completely for some 
values of 01, p, h ([I], [3], [S]). In [S] h t e results are obtained by a consideration 
of certain symmetric functions, Hall functions, whose coefficients of 
multiplication are proportional to the Hall polynomials. In all the cases 
considered by these authors the polynomial g$(p) was manic. 
Now the leading coefficient of the Hall polynomial is the number of certain 
sequences of partitions, LittZewood-Richardson sequences ([.5]; and below 1 .I), 
of a particular type. Hall therefore conjectured that there is some corre- 
spondence between Littlewood-Richardson sequences and subgroups of 
Abelian p-groups under which the number of subgroups corresponding to 
a given Littlewood-Richardson sequence will be a manic polynomial in p 
of the same degree as the Hall polynomial, and then the sum over the relevant 
sequences will give the Hall polynomial itself. Such a correspondence was 
indeed found, by Green, and has been discussed in an earlier paper [5]. It is 
investigated further here, and the enumerative part of the conjecture is also 
verified (Theorem 3.7, Corollary 2). The verification is direct, that is, an 
expression is found for each manic polynomial, and hence g&(p) is calculated 
completely for general a:, p, h. 
As in [S], the problem is approached in the slightly wider framework of 
p-modules. This allows for wider application of the results [4]. 
The remainder of this paper is divided into three parts. The first part is 
combinatorial: we recall the definition of a Littlewood-Richardson sequence, 
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and introduce certain “refinements” of such sequences, called prototypes. In 
the next section p-modules are reviewed, and a (one-many) correspondence 
is established between prototypes and submodules which refines that already 
found between Littlewood-Richardson sequences and submodules. The 
third section utilizes the results of the other two to enumerate certain 
submodules of afinite p-module, and culminates in an evaluation of the Hall 
polynomial. 
1. L-R SEQUENCES ANIIPR~TOTYPES 
We begin by considering various sequences of partitions. A partition, as 
mentioned earlier, is an ordered set X = (h, , ha ,...) of integers, almost all 0, 
with i\l > h, > ... 23 0. The sum C+r Xi , the weight of A, is denoted by 1 )I j. 
If xi is the number of those hj satisfying /& > i, then A1 > A, 3 .** > 0, and 
1 =: (A, , A, ,...) is a partition, the conjugate of h. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let ,Iz =- [‘Y”, cii ,..., ar] be a sequence of partitions. Then 
A is a Littlewood-Richardson sequence (L-R seq.) if 
cu.h-++-L-l<I forall l,<h<r and ial, and 
r) for all 0 < h < r and K > 1. 
iak i>k 
If CY” = a, a? = h, and p is such that & = / ah 1 - / ah-l / for 1 < h < Y 
while ,&+, = 0, then A is a GR seq. of type, or class, [(Y, b; h].’ 
L-R sequences occur in the multiplication of Schur-functions, where they 
appear as tableaux [6]. A graph, or Young tableau, of a partition X is a kind 
of matrix with some symbol (e.g. 0) in the ijth position if and only if hi 3 j. 
The columns of a graph of X form the rows of a graph of A. Now if 
A = [a’), ml,..., CX’] is a L-R seq., then A may be reflected on a Young tableau 
by constructing a graph from symbols 0, l,..., Y in such a way that, for each 
0 < h < Y, the symbols 0, l,..., h form a graph of Crh. For example, the L-R 
seq. [(2,1), (2, 2, l), (3, 2, l)] may be illustrated as 
0 0 1 
0 1 
2 . 
* “ Type” was the term originally used in this connection. However, in this paper 
we shall henceforth refer to the “ class ” of a L - R sequence, to avoid confusion 
with the type of a module. 
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If A is of class [oc, 8; h], the initial graph, composed of O’s only, will be a 
graph of Al, the final graph will be of 1, while for h > 0 the number of symbols 
h will be ph . The L-R conditions are then equivalent to the following 
conditions on the tableau: 
(i) no two identical symbols > 0 occur in the same column; and 
(ii) to the right of any column of the tableau, there are at least as many 
h’sash+l’s,forO<h<r. 
Now suppose A = [CC”, al,..., CY~] is an arbitrary L-R seq. A re$nement P of 
A is a mapping which associates with every term olh of A a sequence of 
partitions P(olh, j), forj > 0, in such a way that P(cuO, j) = 01~ and P(c?, j) == 017 
for all j, and P(&, 0) = cxh for h = 0, I,..., r. If B = [&, mafl ,..., a*] is a 
subsequence of A, that refinement Q of B for which Q(&, j) = P(d, j) for 
a < h < b and j 3 0 is the restriction f P to B. 
A prototype is a certain kind of refinement.2 
DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose P is a refinement of the L-R seq. 
A = [cxO, d,..., a’], and P(G, j) = ah*i for 0 < h < r and j > 0. Then P 
is a prototype rejking A, written P 1 A, if, for each 0 < h < r and j > 0, 
(i) acih < $J-i < cif*j < $+l for all i>l; 
(ii) &tih;jl = &h+l ; 
If1 
(iii) &$ji-’ < Gh-i; and 
(iv) / &vj 1 - I’&.?-1 / < Eih _ $1. 
Now if Y 3 2, then A = [a”, a? ,..., a’] is a L-R seq. if and only if 
A, = [ah-l, d, d+l] is, f or each 0 < h < Y. Similarly, if A is a L-R seq. 
and P is a refinement of A, then P 1 A if and only if the restriction of P to A, 
is also a prototype, for each 0 < h < r. 
Further, it follows from (i) and (ii) that &;*i = Ek+l for all K < j + 1. Thus 
in particular P(d,j) = ah+1 for all j > ah+l - 1, and certainly forj 3 air -- 1, 
for all 0 < h < Y. 
The conditions of 1.2 may appear simpler when they have been interpreted 
on a Young tableau. For a prototype P refining a L-R seq. A = [a”, al,..., a’] 
the tableau of A can be constructed, using symbols 0, I,..., T as described 
earlier. P may then be represented on the tableau by a use of suffixes: if 
P(&, j) :~= ah,j, for 0 < h < T and j > 0, then a symbol h > I in column K 
is to be labelled hj if ,%-i,i > &l,i-i. I n any one row the suffixes will read in 
ascending order from left to right. The conditions of I .2 are then equivalent to 
* I am indebted to Dr. A. H. M. Hoare for a suggestion which led to this notation. 
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(i) every symbol :- I has at most one suffix; 
(ii) every symbol ;-, 1 occurring in the ith row of the tableau has a 
suffix ::. i - 1; 
(iii) an\; symbol iz ‘.I, I occurring in the ith row of the tableau in the same 
column as an h - I has s&ix i - I ; and 
(i\,) the total number of k,‘s cannot exceed the number of lz - l’s in 
row j. 
In this way the two prototypes refining the L-R seq. 
=1, = [(2, I), (2, 2, 1). (3, 2, I)1 
will appear as 
PI:0 0 I P2:0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
21 2, 
i.e. Pi ) Pz are those refinements of A, for which 1’,((2, 2, I), j) =- (3, 2, 1) 
forj :, I, while Pa((2, 2, l),j) (2, 2, 1) forj < I and (3, 2, 1) forj 1,: 2. 
Suppose now that on a tableau of a I,-- R seq. Aq the largest available 
suffix is attached to each symbol, working downwards along successive rows. 
The corresponding prototype is then the dominant prototype refining A. 
(In the above example l’, is dominant.) More formally, 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let iI [u”, XI,..., (~“1 be a L-R seq., and ~(ir -: P. l;or 
0 .: /I <.I Y let 
,Ji,i _ ,h 1 for j ,;: (1 
while for I -< j < t 
Then that refinement P of A for which P(,“,j) == c&j, for 0 < h < I’ and 
j .x> 0, is a prototype, called the dominant prototype refining A. 
To measure the “deviation from dominance” of an arbitrary prototype, 
consider first a prototype P refining a L-R seq. A = [DI, /3, y]. On the 
tableau of -4, let the 2’s be labelled as described earlier, and let the l’s in the 
jth row of the tableau be labelled I j , forj >, 0. Let n denote the set of symbols 
;;,O written out, with their suffixes, in the order in which they occur in the 
tableau, reading from right to left along successive rows. (For the example PI 
above, this set would be 1,1,2, .) Now remove from rr any adjacent pairs 1,2, . 
If P is dominant, r will be reduced thus to a set (possibly empty) of l’s only. 
If I’ is not dominant, let n(P) denote the minimal number of adjacent 
transpositions required to reduce 7r to a set of 1’s. For example, for PI 
1 r 1,2, -+ I ,2,1 2 g I 2 gives n(PJ = 1. Formally, 
DWISITION I .4. Suppose P is a prototype refining a L-R seq. [OI, ,C, ~1, 
and P(/3,j) = p’ forj 2 0. Define 
In general, if P is a prototype refining a L-R seq. [a”, al,..., CC], let Ph be the 
restriction of P to [ah-l, mh, @r] for h = I,..., Y - 1, and P, the restriction 
of P to [cl-l, olr]. Then define n(PT) = 0, and 
r-1 
n(P) = 1 n(P,,) = i n(P,J. 
h=l h = 1 
N7e have then 
PROPOSITION 1.5. (i) n(P) > 0 for all P; 
(ii) n(P) = 0 if and only if P is dominant. 
2. APPLICATIONS TOP-MODULES 
Let R be a commutative principal ideal domain and p a prime element of R. 
A finitely generated unitary right R-module Z’is ap-module if it is annihilated 
by some finite power of p. The least e such that VP” = 0 is the exponent of V. 
A p-module V for which lip = 0 is elementary, and may be regarded 
as a vector space over the field R&R. Its dimension as a p-module is its 
dimension as a vector space. 
Any p-module V may be expressed as a direct sum of cyclic modules 
(cf. [Z]; p. 39, Theorem 10.1). A set {z,r ,..., un} of nonzero elements of V for 
which V -:= o,R @ ... @ v,,R IS a basis of I’. The basis elements may be so 
arranged that if hi is the exponent of utR, for i = I,..., n then 
A, 1: A2 :; ... ;:* A,‘ > 0. 
The corresponding partition X - (A, ,..., ,A,, , 0 ,...) is independent of the 
choice of basis of V--for, for cachj >: I, xj is the dimension of the elementary 
module I-p-i/I/pi-and is called the type of C’ (typ I’). The dimension of 
I’ (dim I’) is h 1, the length of a composition series of V. 
Any elementary submodule of I’ is contained in the maximal elementary 
submodule, or socle, of V, denoted here bv IT. If IV C p, IV is determined up . - 
to an automorphism of V by its factor type alone, viz.: 
hOPOSITION 2.1. Suppose W is an elementary submodule of a p-module V, 
atfd t!;p E,‘If = OL --y (CX~ ,... ) Then I- has n basis (cd1 ,..., z’,,: such that 
For a proof see ([.5]; Proposition 3.3). 
Kow it follows immediately from 2.1 that a p-module IV of type X will have 
a submodule W of type (I”‘) and factor type Y, where (1”) denotes the 
partition (l,..., I O,...) of weight 777, if and only if [x, ,I] is a L-R seq. of class 
[a, (l’r”); X]. We have a more general result. 
~hZOKEib1 2.2. Suppose CY is a p-module oj’ type A, and ~9, ctl,..., aiTare 
partitions. Then V has a submodule W of exponent Y, type /3 and factor type 01, 
and such that typ VI Wph = ah for h 0, . . . . r, tf and only if -1 = 1~8, ~9 ,... , IX’] 
is a L-R seq. of class [OL, k?; A]. 
\Vc call ,4 the L-R type of IV, in F, and write LRt W = A. 
.4 proof may again be found in ([5]; Theorems 4.1-2). 
\lie see from 2.2 that, if V is a p-module of type X, then the set 9 of 
submodules of V with type /3 and factor type a is noncmpty if and only if 
there are L-R seqs. of class [01, p; X]. In th’ is case .Y may be subdivided into 
disjoint non-empty subsets, corresponding to the relevant L-R sequences. 
This subdivision may now be strengthened. If -4 is any L-R seq. of class 
[or, /3; h], let S+F’ denote the subset of .cf of submodules of I/ of L-R type 4. 
Then .d itself may be subdivided into disjoint non-empty subsets, the 
distinct subsets corresponding to the different prototypes refining .4. 
‘I’HEOREM 2.3. Suppose W is u submodule of a p-module V, and 
LRt W = .-I = [aa, oil ,..., d]. FOY 0 <: h :I Y andj ‘-z 0. let 
P(ah, j) = typ V/{ Wpil ‘l + (Wp”-l n Vpj) p>, 
while P(a”, j) = 01~ for all j 3 0. Then P i A. 
Ll:~\:e call P the prototype of W, in F, and write Prt W = P. 
L+oof. P is a refnement of /I, by 2.2. We must verify 1.2(i)-(iv). 
First note that for any submodule 1’ of a p-module S, 
dim Xp/ Yp .( dim km/ ‘1’: 
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For the mapping 4 : X/Y + Xp/I$ for which (Y + x) $ = I’p + xp is a 
well-defined epimorphism. 
Suppose now h, j > 0, and P(a*, k) -= a7’*k for k > 0. 
(i) For all k > j, the module 
is elementary, and so c+-’ < $J for all i (2.1). 
Thus to every submodule of L-R type -4 there corresponds a prototype 
refining A. Conversely, 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose P is a prototype rejining a L-R seq. A = [Op, d,..., d] 
of class [a, /3; A]. If V is a p-module of fype ;1, then V has at least one submodule 
W qf L-R type A such that Prt W = P. 
Proof. We use induction on Y. If Y = 1, there is only one refinement of A, 
and, a fortiori, only one prototype refining A. In this case the submodule 
W =- z’~~Q~R @ ... @ vnpa,R, where fc, ,..., v,} is some basis of b’, will do. 
suppose Y 3, 1, and assume the result for Y ~ I. i.e. assume I/’ has a 
submodule P with L-R type -4r [u.‘, a’),..., ,x”] whose prototype is the 
restriction of P to A, . We wish to show that Cr has a submodule W of factor 
type 0: such that Wp m= c’, and typ i:!{W’pa -C- (Wn C$‘)p} =:m P(a’,j) for 
each j 0. In other words, if vie let I -’ -- t ;‘t’p and ti’ -= C/(.Fp, we seek 
a submodule W’ of C” of factor type ix, with W’p L“ and with 
typ J,“,!(H” n V’pi)p ~- P(d,j) y’ say-, for all j 0. 
For simplicity, write ,Q’ _ Y typ F’/W and ;y2 =: tvp 1.’ A. 




if k E tJ (Ii Cl K, 
1 ‘I 
7%’ if k E u (J( ~- K) (2) 
i .I 
S,,. otherwise. 
Now ‘j71-lyil-(y-k and ~K,l-y,-&, so, by 1.2 (iv), 
II;! -- 1 Ki 1 for each i; we may thus define an injection oi : Ji + Ki , for 
each i, acting identically on Ji n Ki . Further, / = U,>r Ji , the union 
being disjoint by 1.2 (i), and K = ui,,.1 Ki , this union also being disjoint. 
SO we may define an injection 0 : / + K such that ka :~= koi if k E Ji Let 0 
be so defined. 
Let k E Ji , and 5, = yk’ > &’ -- 1. Then ri,.: < k :< 8, +r r:~_, >
whence I 2 i. Therefore yk ;> yl,.” for h E /, and so 
Also, 
for k t J - K. 
@% ~ Y/c .- I ,_. j for kt u Kj. 
i:.) 
Finally, if 6 E J n Ri , then 6,< . . y1 i x. CY,~ , so that k < s,,, : &r , 
k Y- Ci ;: r:,: . Therefore y,;” :- &-‘, and k E J, . Therefore JL n K, -: ’ 
for i + j, and 
kc k for all k t / n K. 
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KOW let IV’ be the following submodule of I”: 
W’ = c yrpdkR @ c yg.pakR @ c (ykpak-’ + ypopo”~;) R.
I.-E K-Jo liEJAK l&J-h- 
lV’/IV’ may be expressed as the direct sum of cyclic modules x,R, where 
z,, z W’ + yk for R I$ (Ju - J) and z,;” 2: IV” + yiC pak-‘ku-’ -I- ylrCl for 
ko E (10 - J). So typ V’/W’ ~1 0~. Further, for j > 0, 
(w’ n [“p’) p = C y,$‘~+‘R G 1 ykpnkR = i y&R, by (2). 
LwlJnK,) AmJ(J,-K) k=l 
i-z-j i ,j 
Thus typ V’/( W’ n V’pj) p == yj, for all j ;> 0, and, putting j = 0, w’p = U’ 
from (1). 
For example, suppose V == xR @yR @ zR has type (3, 2, I), and PI is 
the prototype illustrated earlier by 
0 0 1 
0 1 
Using the notation of the above proof, f = Jr = (l), and K = K, u K, , 
where Kr = {3}, K2 = (2). There is thus a unique CJ : J- K with the 
required properties, namely 1 CJ = 3. If we let I/’ = xp2R be a submodule of V 
of factor type (2,2, l), then the submodule 
W=(xp+z)R@ypR 
satisfies Wp = U, and has prototype PI . 
3. FINITE~MODULES 
Suppose the principal ideal domain R and the prime p E R are such that 
the field R/pR has finite order 4. In this case every p-module is finite, and 
has only a finite number of submodules. It is our aim in this section to 
evaluate the number of submodules of type /3 and factor type a of a p-module 
of type A. This is the number denoted in [.3] by 8$(q), and shown there (p. 20) 
to be expressible as a polynomial in 2 with integer coefficients, with leading 
term ~~~~ll~ll-ll~ll-liBlI where (1 h 11 = 4 &r Ai2 and s$ is the number of L-R 
sequences of class’[u, /?; A]. 
The case when /3 = (I”), for some WZ, has already been fully dealt with. The 
result is stated here as Theorem 3.2, and a proof may be found in ([3]; 
pp. 17-19). 
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DEFINITIOS 3.1. For an indeterminate t, and integers n, m, define 
polynomials 
$(O; 1) .=~ 1, d(n; t) = (I - t)(l -- t”) -.. (1 -- P) for 12 :;, 0; 
and 
#J(n, m; t) == +(?a; t)/r$(nz; t)$fJ(n - m; t) for ?a>?n>o 
~- 0 otlicrwise. 
Then 
where F” ,(,,,)(t) = JJj2,+(J, - Xi.kl ,Xi - Si ; t) if ~ X I - / o( / =- 111, ami ZS 0 
otherwise. (In particular, F&,,,,(t) =m 0 unless [01, A] is a L-R seq. of class 
[a, (1”“); A].) 
Now suppose ET is ap-module of type A, .-1 is a L-R seq. with last term ,\, 
and P ! A. Let gA(q) denote the number of submodules of V of L-R type *G’, 
and g&) the number with prototype P. By 2.3, PA(q) -7.: CPiAg&), and b? 
2.2 &(4) = Lg‘4(!7) = CA Ik4gP(d> w rere the summation is over those ,l 
L-R seqs. A of class [u, fi; A]. Therefore in order to evaluate g&(q) for general 
01, /3, h it is sufficient o evaluate g&) f or arbitrary P. And the evaluation of 
g&) may be reduced to a problem of finite vector spaces. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose P is a prototype refining a L-R seq. [OI, /3, 71, a?zd 
P&j) = 81 forj > 0. Suppose I/ is a p-module of type y, and Uis an elementary 
submodule of T- with typ V/l’ =m~ ,8. Let TI == E @F, with & = K, and, JOY 
i > 0, E, =- E n Vpi+l, F, m== F n l,‘pi. Then there is a one-one correspondence 
hetzueen those iubmodules IV of 77 zifh 
Prt IV =- P and Wp = C 
and the submodules I: of 1’ satisfying, for i g j > 0, 
Proof. The existence of a direct summand E of V of which U is the sock 
follows from 2.1. 
Let H be that endomorphism of I’ for which (a -I- b) (i = up -L 6, for 
a E E, b E F. There is a one--one correspondence betn-een submodules IF of 1,. 
containing I$, the kernel of 0, and submodules of I/B. NOW W0 C 1’ if and 
only if Hip C jj = Ly;. There is thus a one-one correspondence between the 
submodules E’ of V with Lr’p C r: C Wand the submodules I’ of 1;. 
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Now if I- = IVO, where Wp C CC W, we have, for i > j 1 0, 
Yn(Ej@Fj) =(Wn(EpiOFpj)}Br~Wn(~~OI7pj) - r;>/U, (1) 
while 
{TV n (Epi @Fpj) + U}/{W n Fpj f C> z (W n lip’) p n Vp‘+l. (2) 
Putting i = j in (1) gives 
Yn&@F,)s{Wn Vpj+ U}jU~((wn Vpj)/(C’n VP’,‘). 
Thus if Prt W = P, we have VjWp s V/U so that Wp = L;, and, from (1) 
and (2). 
dim{Y n (I$ 0 F,))/{Y n (-E, @ Fj)} = c (rk - pk~) - (I y / - 1 @ I) 
I;> in. I 
so that 
dim I’ n (Es 0 FJ = - 1 (‘ys - f&j) + C (Ye - &) - C (rP - f$, 
k<i+l A> 3 li -.. j
as required. 
Using 3.3, 3.2 and 3.4, the evaluation ofgp(q) for arbitrary P now becomes 
little more than a computational exercise. The details are to be found in 
Theorem 3.7. Lemma 3.4 deals with the enumeration of certain subspaces 
of a finite vector space. 
L~nm1.4 3.4. Suppose V is a vector space of dimension n over a field F of 
order q. Suppose S, T aye subspaces of V, of dimensions s, t respectively, such 
that S + T = V. Then 
(i) the number of subspaces W of Vof dimension m disjknt from S ( Wn S .= 0) is 
4 v2(n-n+5(n - s, m; l/q), and 
(ii) the number of such W disjoint also from T is 
4 mcn-m+b(n - s, m; I /q) $(n - t, m; l/q) $(m; l/q). 
Proof. (i) The formula holds trivially if m t- s > n, for then both sides 
are zero. Suppose m < ?z - s. 
V contains q” - qs elements not in 5’. If a is such an element, S + aF has 
dimension s + 1, so I/ contains q’” - qs-+l elements not in S + aP. And so the 
number of possible bases for W is 
(q"-q")(q"-q4"t1) ..f (qn-qs+m-l ) = p%$(n--s; l/q)/$(n-s-m; l/q). (1) 
The number of bases giving rise to the same TV is 
(qJl ~~ l)(q”’ ~~ tI) . . . ((p” qJll--l) _ qll?+(m; lIY)* (4 
The number of possible subspaces II’ is therefore qnn+(n -- s, ?nn; l/q). 
(ii) Again the formula holds trivially if rrr , n---s or nl >- Ii ---1. 
suppose Wl I1 - s, n -- t. 
S + 7’ : I, therefore dim S CI 7’ .s i t - n, so I,- has 
q” ~ (/” ~~ qt -1 qst t-71 
elements in neither S nor I’. If b is such an element, b - x +~a for some 
x E S, 3: E T, where x $ T since b $ 7’ and similarly $ S. Then 
(S $- bF) n (2’ $- bF) = S n T @I yF &N xF, 
which has dimension s -/ f - ?i -1 2. And so the number of possible bases 
for W is 
(q" ~ q" ._ qt + qs+f-n)(q?/ _ p+l __ @ 1 + gs+L+2-n) . . . 
. . . (q" _ qs+lr<-I _ qt ; h-1 im q". f tzn--f--rr) 
= qmnf$(n - s; l/q) d(n - t; I/q)/+(n - 5 -- m; I/q) +(n - f - m; 1 /q). (3) 
Dividing by (Z), the result follows. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let P be a prototype refining a L-R seq. [CI. p, ~1, and 
P@,j) =- ,QJ for j > 0. Recall 
-b -yc (piI -- &:;, 2 (p-p -fq,,. 
I;., 1: j’l 
Define $‘(P; t) to be the function 
F(P; t) is a polynomial in f, and by I .5, F(P; 0) = I if P is dominant, and 0 
otherwise. 
?l’ow suppose A =- [OF, a’,..., c?] is a L-R seq. If P 1 A, let P,, denote the 
restriction of P to [&I, a”, &r] for 0 -C It < Y, and P, the restriction of P to 
[C1, cl’]. Let F(P, ; t) - F“ -, Iu7,,I(t), where 112 =: I aT / - / CPI 1. (This may 
also bc obtained by putting 01 CC I, ,8 y 01~ in the expression above.) 
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Now define 
f(P; t) =~- fi F(P, ; t) 
h-l 
and 
f(A; t) : 1 f(P; t). 
PIA 
Again f(p; 0) = 0 unless P is dominant, when it = 1. SO that f(,4; 0) = 1 
whatever A. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If 01, ,B are partitions, with 1 /3 1 - 1 r =m m, then 
Proof. For any partition OL, 
The result follows. 
Now we come to our main objectives: explicit evaluations of g?(q), gA(q) and 
g&(q), for a general prototype P, L-R seq. A and partitions CY, /3, h. All may be 
obtained as corollaries to 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose I/: is an elementary submodule of factor type j3 of 
a p-module V of type y, Suppose, further, that P is a prototype rejining the 
1,-R seq. [CL, p, ~1. Then the number of submodules W of V with Wp == U and 
Prt W == P is 
g~iii/~//~.,--!l~~7”l~I~(~; ] jq), 
wherem .‘:. i& - 1011. 
Proof. Let V = E OF, with E: = U, and let E, = &n Vpi+l, 
F, -: _E: n rp’, and Vi = E, @ Fi , for i 2 0. If V has exponent e + 1, we 
have E, = T7, == 0. Regard 1’ as a vector space over RjpR, and E, @ Fi as 
subspaces, for i > j 2: 0. By 3.3 we require the number of subspaces I’ of _V 
satisfying 
for all 0 : < j -< i < e. 
Well now, suppose that, for some 0 < d :< e, Z is a subspace of l7,1 
satisfying (I) for i > J’ $ d. Then the number of subspaces S of .V,J-l 
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containing Z and satisfying (1) for i 3 j r d - 1 is the number of subspaces 
X of V,.., such that 
dim X n (E, ;i;F+,) == Y~,,~-~ , for i > II --- 1, (2) 
and 
X n (Ei OF,) == % n (Ei OF,), for i > j -:;: rl. (3) 
If we write Xi = Xn (Ei + F,i-l + Z), for i > d - 1, then (2) and (3) 
become 
dim Xi = Y+, +- Y,, - ytd = & (p, - iy,) - 2 ,p - (q-1, = .xi , 
/ h $ &l 
(4) 
say, for i > d - 1, dim X = y,-r+, ; 
Xipl n (I,, + Si) = Xi , for i > d, (5) 
and 
,\r, n Vd = Z. (6) 
Thus we seek the number of chains 
zcx,cx,~,c~~~cx,cx~~, = A-, (7) 
with Xi C Ei + Fdel + Z for i = d - I,..., e satisfying (4), (5) and (6). 
Let us write yi = dim(E, @ FdPl) for i 2 d - 1, z = dim(F, -1- Z), and 
si = dim(E, + F,-, + Z), ti == dim(E, + Fdel + X,+l)/(X,,, + E, + Fd), 
for i 3 d. 
Then r, 3 dim ,$ + dimF,-, : Ei = CT n J/pimtl, which has dimension . I 
ck,i+l (yk - &); FdPl =_F n J7pd-l z (4’ n VP”-l)/( U n Vpd--l), which has 
dimension rll - L.;,d-l (yir - f$); so that 
,ill 




si = Ti + y dd - yia E Yd ~~~ 5j (8) 
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(4) and (6), is, by Lemma 3.4 (i), 




(4) and (5), with Aei-1 n (I$ $- Fdpl + 2) -~: S, , is, by 3.4 (ii) 
On substitution this becomes 
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satisfying (4), with X,-r n (I?, @I;,._,) S, is 
(a,, ,(l .,-~d)(Td--l-?/d-,.d~ 1 
4’ - ) 4(Yd-1 -- Y<I I Yd-l.d-1 - by‘,{ ; l,'& 
1.e. 
q (B~il-b~;:)k~d(4_,-BP) dYlii1 -- A+1 3 t%: -- Ef+l ; ll’d (11) 
Combining (9), (10) and (11) we find that the total number of subspaces 
-Y of V+r satisfying (2) and (3) is 
(12) 
Let us for the time being write the exponent of q in (12) as a. Then we may 
rewrite (12) as 
remembering &j+, z Yd.,.r . 
Now the product of the expression in (13) over d ‘;‘- 1, using 3.5 and 3.6, is 
qi~~~l-~~~~~-~~(l”)lIF(p; /q). But this product is equal to the total number of I 
satisfying (I). So the theorem follows. 
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COROLLARY I. Suppose P is a prototype refining a L-R seq. [a”, al,..., c?‘] 
of class [01, p; h]. If V is a p-module of type h, then the number of submodules 
W of V with Prt ?V = P is 
Proof. By induction on Y. The formula is valid for Y = 1, bv 3.2. Suppose 
Y :, 1, and assume the result for r - 1. 
If UC V is such that Prt U is the restriction P’ of P to [al,..., a?], then, by 
the theorem, the number of WC V with Prt W == P and Wp = U is 
qll“lll- ~.‘-l:cl”w~(p~ ; 1 /s), (1) 
where PI is the restriction of P to [no, cG, aa] and / (Al 1 - / (Y 1 = m =T PI . 
By hypothesis, the number of U with Prt U == P’ is 
4 i.~~l-~l~‘ll-llvljf(p’; 1 /q), (2) 
where y = typ L’, i.e. yi = pis,,r for i > 1. The number of W is thus equal 
to the product of (1) and (2) which readily reduces to the required result. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose J/ is a p-module of type X, and A is a L-R seq. 
of class [a, /3; X]. The number of submodules W of V with LRt W = i2 is 
(N.B. Since f (-A ; 0) = 1, this is indeed a manic polynomial in q, as conjectured.) 
Proof. By 2.3, W has L-R type A if, and only if, Prt W = P, for some 
P 1 A. Therefore the number of W with LRt W = A is, by Corollary 1, 
zA ~!V-l~~ll-Il~i1f(p; l/g). 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose V is up-module of type h. The number of submodules 
W of V of type p and factor type 01, g:&p), is 
9’:nil-llull-.lall c f(A; l/q), 
A 
.where the summation is over all L-R seqs. A of class [01, /I; /\I. 
Proof. By 2.1, W has type /3 and factor type 01 if, and only if, LRt W -= A 
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